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POODLES (TOY).

JUDGE: Mr. Desmond J. Murphy


A 5 DELAPASSION PUSH THE BUTTON BYREQUEST. PR 21545201. 11-12-18
By Ch DeLaPassion Detonate ByRequest - Ch DeLaPassion Mor-Knoll Make Believe.
Owner: Carol Dean & Wendy Penn, Chagrin Falls, OH 440236463. Breeder: Carol Dean & Wendy Penn.

BPD/BPBOBV 6 SERENEPARK ONE NIGHT DREAM. PT190012056. 12-24-18

7 MARI MUNRO. PR 21495802. 12-15-18

8 AIRI ARABESKA GLITTER. RKF5449792RU. 11-15-18

9 CUSTOM'S GENOTYPE. PR 21436901. 12-09-18

10 LIRITS' APPLE PIE MOONSHINE. PR 21388602. 10-31-18

11 MARI MANSFIELD. PR 21495801. 12-15-18

15 LIRITS' I WANT CRAZY. PR 21388503. 10-19-18

These dogs/owners have made a contribution with their entry to the Star Dogs for the AKC Canine Health Foundation.